
Seneca County Summer Athletic Guidelines 
2020 

ODH & OHSAA guidelines for gyms and skills training for all sports 
The following are Seneca County's athletic summer guidelines for use of gyms, weight rooms, and 
outdoor athletic facilities for school-sanctioned athletics. Seneca County Schools will be following the 
recommended phases provided by OHSAA.  This plan has been jointly created amongst Seneca County 
Schools and presented to the Seneca County Health Department for approval.   
 

Coaches will keep a log for each athlete, each day of training.  

PHASE TWO 
Grades 7-12 

Tentative Start & Run Dates: June 15th-July 5th 
 

1.  Gatherings should not consist of more than 10 people at a time inside, to include all participants and 
coaches.  Up to 50 people may gather outdoors for workouts. 

No more than 10 individuals allowed per workout inside, counting coaches.  A ratio of 9:1 is permitted if 
conditioning in separate areas.  No more than 50 individuals allowed per workout outside.   

*Tiffin Columbian will be working in pods of 10, with a maximum number of participants being 40 
individuals due to larger team sizes.   

2.  All participants, spectators, and employees must adhere to six-foot physical distancing while at 
facility.   

During all activities in the gym, weight room, and outside, coaches and student-athletes will adhere to 
the six-foot physical distancing rule. 

3.  Lower risk sports practices may resume.   

Sports such as golf and cross country may resume practice as they are normally conducted.   

4.  Modified practices may begin for moderate risk sports/activities.  All athletic equipment, including 
balls, should be cleaned intermittently during practices and between practices/sessions.   

Moderate risk sports may begin using their respective athletic equipment such as basketballs, volleyballs, 
and soccer balls.  High Risk sports/activities may continue conditioning and skills work with equipment. 
All athletic equipment, including balls, should be cleaned intermittently during practices and between 
practices/sessions.  No competition will take place during Phase 2.  Phase 2 will consist of skills work 
with equipment, conditioning, and weight training. 
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5.  Equipment and items related to the activity must be sanitized before, during, and after every event.  
If equipment cannot be sanitized during the activity, only participants of a single team must use 
equipment and items related to the activity and opposing participants avoid touching the equipment.   

All facilities and equipment will be disinfected before, during, and after each use.   

6.  Maximum lifts should be limited and power cages should be used for squats and bench presses.  
Spotters should stand at each end of the bar.   

Weight-training that requires a spotter should be conducted with at least two spotters standing at each 
end of the bar.   

6.  Indoor/outdoor training areas set up before the arrival of students, allowing at least six-foot radius 
around users.  Partners exercising together and sharing equipment must maintain group segmentation 
from others exercising.   

All conditioning, footwork drills, box jumps, stretching, and individual skills training will be conducted 
with six-foot areas between individuals.  Each station will be sanitized between rotations.   

7.  Clean and disinfect public areas and restrooms every two hours using EPA-registered disinfectants, 
particularly on high-touch surfaces such as faucets, toilets, doorknobs, and light switches.   

Each district will determine hours of facility usage to ensure time to disinfect in 2-hour intervals.  

8.  If independent showers are available and used, they must be attended and sanitized between each 
use.  Disable or close-off communal style showers except for rinsing before and after any pool activity.  
All students should bring their own water bottle, and water bottles should not be shared.   

All athletes will bring their own water and will not share with any other student-athlete.  All showers and 
locker rooms will be used at district discretion. 

No summer athletics camps or summer transportation are permitted during Phases 2 or 3.   
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PHASE THREE 
Grades 7-12 

Tentative Start & Run Dates: July 6th-July 31st 
 

Coaches will keep a log for each athlete, each day of training. 

1.  Gatherings should not consist of more than 50 individuals, inside or outdoors. 

No more than 50 individuals allowed per workout inside or outside, counting coaches.    

2.  When not directly participating in practices or workouts, care should be taken to maintain a 
minimum distance of 3 to 6 feet between each individual.   

When not directly participating in the gym, weight room, and outside, coaches and student-athletes will 
adhere to the 3-to-6 foot physical distancing rule. 

3.  Moderate risk sports practices may resume.   

Moderate risk sports may resume practice as they are normally conducted, including competition within 
one's own district, such as 6-on-6 volleyball and 5-on-5 basketball.  All athletic equipment, including 
balls, should be cleaned intermittently during practices and between practices/sessions. 

4.  Modified practices may begin for high risk sport/activities.  All athletic equipment, including balls, 
should be cleaned intermittently during practices and between practices/sessions.   

Open gyms and open field may resume for high risk sports, including competition, such as 7-on-7 
football, within one's own district.  All athletic equipment, including balls, should be cleaned 
intermittently during practices and between practices/sessions.  

5.  Equipment and items related to the activity must be sanitized before, during, and after every event.  
If equipment cannot be sanitized during the activity, only participants of a single team must use 
equipment and items related to the activity and opposing participants avoid touching the equipment.   

All facilities and equipment will be disinfected before, during, and after each use.  

6.  Maximum lifts should be limited and power cages should be used for squats and bench presses.  
Spotters should stand at each end of the bar.   

Weight-training that requires a spotter should be conducted with at least two spotters standing at each 
end of the bar.    

7.  Clean and disinfect public areas and restrooms every two hours using EPA-registered disinfectants, 
particularly on high-touch surfaces such as faucets, toilets, doorknobs, and light switches.   

Each district will determine hours of facility usage to ensure time to disinfect in 2-hour intervals.    
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8.  If independent showers are available and used, they must be attended and sanitized between each 
use.  Disable or close-off communal style showers except for rinsing before and after any pool activity.  
All students should bring their own water bottle, and water bottles should not be shared.   

All athletes will bring their own water and will not share with any other student-athlete.  All showers and 
locker rooms will be used at district discretion. 

No summer athletics camps or summer transportation are permitted during Phases 2 or 3.   
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